work in the box will now be done by Wiggin, Andy Highlands as alternate, until Jack makes up his studies to the satisfaction of the Faculty.

Last Saturday at the games of Yale at New Haven, Hickok threw the 16-lb. hammer 112 ft. 9 in., which now stands as the intercollegiate record for the world in this event. The only other important feature of the meet was the good showing made by Freshman Bennett, who won first place in the 100-yard dash and the 440-yard run, lowering Yale’s record one second in this latter event.

On next Saturday, May 13th, Yale meets Harvard on Holmes Field in a series of track and field contests.

The Harvard University cycling association hold their fourth annual spring meeting June 10th, on Holmes Field track. Entries close June 1st.

The ’95-’96 baseball game has been arranged for Saturday afternoon, May 13th, at the South End grounds. As matters now stand, the game promises to be a close and exciting one. A large delegation from each class should turn out and show their interest.

The Sophomores beat B. A. A. last week in a game spoiled only by the wet ground. Score: 11-9.

The Freshman team went to Andover on Friday last, and were defeated in an interesting game by the score, 7-0. Andover presented her famous trio of pitchers, each pitching three innings, and honors being about equally divided among the three, although Greenway who pitched first is considered the best, as Dartmouth made but one hit from his delivery in a whole game.

Dakin for ’96 kept the hits well scattered until the 6th inning, when a few hits were bunched, and these together with a couple of errors gave them five runs. Lewis for ’96 made a phenomenal catch in center field in the first inning, and Johnston, ’96, duplicated it in the third, both players receiving great applause from the spectators.